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Abstract
Introduction: Safe driving requires drivers to look at relevant information in the traffic environment and react in time in case a critical event arises. Concerns exist that cognitively loading tasks might interfere with drivers’ abilities to do this. Studies on the effects of cognitive tasks on driver behaviours are however ambiguous and incomplete. The recently formulated cognitive control hypothesis might be able to explain some of the inconsistencies. Objectives: The aim of this thesis is to better understand the effect of cognitive tasks on response times in unexpected lead vehicle braking scenarios and on glance behaviour in traffic environments with potential threats in off-path locations. Effects are studied both at aggregated levels and with higher temporal resolution. Method: A series of experiments were conducted in an advanced driving simulator. Results: Cognitive tasks increased response times in the non-automated, artificial Detection Response Task (DRT) but did not influence response times in an unexpected lead vehicle braking scenario. Also, drivers adapted their visual scanning behaviour to the traffic environment in the same way in terms of timing when doing cognitive tasks as when not, but to a lesser degree. Interestingly, the effect of cognitive load on the visual behaviour depended on gaze direction and the demand variations in the cognitive task. Conclusions: The results demonstrate the importance of context when trying to interpret effects of cognitive load on traffic safety and are in line with the cognitive control hypothesis. They also indicate that there is not a unidirectional and uniform effect of cognitive activities on driver behaviour. This calls for further exploration of the interaction between the cognitive task and the driving task.
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I. Background

Car drivers do more behind the wheels than just driving. Analyses of naturalistic driving data and video recordings of car drivers shown that drivers are visibly engaged in some secondary activity (e.g. adjusting the radio, eating, or conversing on a cell phone) 23.5 % of the driving time (Klauer, Guo, Sudweeks, & Dingus, 2010). In addition to this visible engagement, drivers may also be engaged in activities which are not visible on camera, such as thinking, active listening and mind wandering. While there is a convincing amount of research from both controlled driving experiments and naturalistic studies showing an increased risk of crashes and near-crashes due to visual distraction (i.e. when drivers takes their eyes off the forward roadway; Angell et al., 2006; Caird, Johnston, Willness, Asbridge, & Steel, 2014; Dingus et al., 2016; Drews, Yazdani, Godfrey, Cooper, & Strayer, 2009; Fitch et al., 2013; Klauer, Dingus, Neale, Sudweeks, & Ramsey, 2006; Olson, Hanowski, Hickman, & Bocanegra, 2009; Victor et al., 2015), the effect on driver performance and traffic safety from non-visual, cognitively loading activities unrelated to the task of driving is less clear. From here on, I will refer to such activities as cognitive activities. Tasks which require cognitive activity will be referred to as cognitive tasks. Although mind wandering can also be considered a type of cognitive activity, this thesis focuses on cognitive activities in the form of secondary tasks and does thus not included mind wandering in these concepts. Cognitive load will be considered the amount of cognitive resources used at a certain time, and cognitive resources in turn refer to the neural mechanisms necessary for cognitive control (which can also be referred to as supervisory control or executive attention; Engström, Monk et al., 2013).

The topic is highly relevant due to the technical development which has enabled voice-based auditory interfaces in in-vehicle and portable devices, as well as the common use of cell phones for conversing while driving. The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), part of the U.S. Department of Transportation, are currently working on guidelines for such in-vehicle and portable devices with auditory-vocal interfaces, intended to minimize the negative effects from the devices on traffic safety (U.S. Department of Transportation, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration, 2013). Research which can be informative of risks and benefits with such devices are thus needed.
Strong concerns have been raised regarding negative effects from cognitive activities on traffic safety (Caird, Willness, Steel, & Scialfa, 2008; Recarte & Nunes, 2003; Strayer, Cooper, Turrill, Coleman, & Hopman, 2015; Strayer, Turrill et al., 2015). The concerns are based on numerous studies which have found increased response times, deteriorated visual scanning and impaired processing of information during execution of cognitive tasks in controlled driving experiments. These effects are assumed to generalize to real life driving and therefore (implicitly or explicitly) predict slower responses in critical situations and an increased risk of missing relevant information in the traffic environment.

Naturalistic studies, however, typically don’t find an increased crash or near crash risk during cognitive tasks, such as cell phone conversations or the use of Citizens Band (CB) radio (Fitch et al., 2013; Hickman, Hanowski, & Bocanegra, 2010; Klauer et al., 2006; Olson et al., 2009; Victor et al., 2015). Some have even found a decreased crash and near crash risk during such tasks (Hickman et al., 2010; Olson et al., 2009; Victor et al., 2015). This makes other researchers question the conclusions drawn from controlled experiments. Several plausible explanations have been suggested for the seemingly inconsistent results found in controlled experiments and naturalistic studies. For example that controlled studies suffer an “observer effect” (drivers that are aware of being watched alter their behaviour; Young, 2015), that the control or baseline conditions in controlled experiments are most likely different from those in naturalistic studies (Fisher, 2015), and that while controlled experiments typically study maximal performance this is not typical driver behaviour (Hancock & Sawyer, 2015; Shinar, 2015). Also, in real life situations cognitive activities might have a positive effect on under-load (Hancock & Sawyer, 2015) and drivers can adapt risk compensating strategies such as longer following times when engaging in cognitive activities (Young, 2015).

While actual crash risks can only be estimated from naturalistic studies, researchers have no control over the level of cognitive load in such studies. Also, because crashes are rare events, large amounts of data has to be collected and statistical analyses can only be made on rather broadly defined crash scenarios. Controlled experiments, despite their limitations discussed earlier, are therefore important since they allow for repeatable scenarios and a higher level of control of the cognitive load by employment of cognitive tasks.
2. **Effects of cognitive tasks on driving**

Driving is a complex task in which the driver has to make notice of and act on things in the constantly changing environment. As previously mentioned, concerns have been raised that cognitive activities might increase car drivers’ response times, deteriorate their visual scanning and impair processing of information. Although all these abilities are crucial for safe driving, focus here will be on the first two, as these can be measured in observable behaviours.

2.1. **Response times during cognitive activities**

There is a great concern that cognitive activities would lead to increased response times in critical situations, resulting in an increased risk of accidents (Caird et al., 2008; Merat & Jamson, 2008; Patten, Kircher, Östlund, & Nilsson, 2004; Strayer & Fisher, 2016; Strayer, Turrill et al., 2015). The concern is based on the large amount of experiments that has shown increased response times to different stimuli, such as artificial detection tasks (Bruyas & Dumont, 2013; Conti, Dlugosch, Vilimek, Keinath, & Bengler, 2012; Engström, Larsson, & Larsson, 2013; Harbluk, Burns, Hernandez, Tam, & Glazduri, 2013; Mantzke & Keinath, 2015; Merat & Jamson, 2008; Patten et al., 2004) as well as braking lead vehicles (Alm & Nilsson, 1995; Engström, Aust, & Viström, 2010; Lee, Caven, Haake, & Brown, 2001; Salvucci & Beltowska, 2008; Strayer et al., 2013; Strayer, Drews, & Johnston, 2003), when drivers have performed cognitive tasks. However, naturalistic data has, as previously mentioned, shown a decreased risk of rear-end collisions during cell phone conversations (Victor et al., 2015), something that appears peculiar if one assumes increased response times to braking lead vehicles.

In a meta-study by Engström (2010) it was shown that the experimental design itself had a large effect on the effect size of cognitive activities on brake response times in lead vehicle braking scenarios. More specifically, the effect size was found to be dependent on the initial time headway (THW) to the lead vehicle (the headway at the moment of lead vehicle braking), that is, the scenario criticality. In studies where the initial THW was large, cognitive activities had a large effect on the response time, while in studies where the THW was small, cognitive tasks had a much smaller effect on the response time. Interestingly, it has been found in naturalistic data that response times in rear-end crashes and near-crashes also depend on the scenario criticality (Markkula, Engström, Lodin, Bärgman, & Victor, 2016). The level of cognitive load is however unknown.
Recently, Engström, Markkula, Victor, & Merat (2017) formulated the cognitive control hypothesis, a theoretical framework that appears helpful in order to understand the seemingly inconsistent effects of cognitive tasks on response times.

2.1.1. The cognitive control hypothesis

The cognitive control hypothesis suggests that cognitive load selectively impairs driving subtasks that rely on cognitive control but leaves automatic performance unaffected (Engström et al., 2017). Automatic behaviours are effortless and don’t require active control or attention by the subject, while the opposite is true for controlled behaviours (Schneider & Shiffrin, 1977). Engström et al. (2017) propose that the Guided Activation Theory (GAT) provides a useful model for explaining the relationship between controlled and automatic behaviours and how automaticity develops. The GAT model describes in neurobiological terms how all behaviours (responses to stimuli) lie somewhere on a continuum between controlled and automatic, where the degree of automaticity is determined by neural pathway strength (Botvinick & Cohen, 2014; Cohen, Dunbar, & McClelland, 1990; Miller & Cohen, 2001). Successful employment of neural pathways increases their strength and lead to a higher degree of automaticity (Cohen et al., 1990). This means that tasks with a consistent stimulus-response mapping can become automatized through extensive practice.

To successfully deal with novel or inconsistent tasks, flexible and non-routine behaviours are necessary. This often requires overriding strong pathways in favour of activating weaker ones that have higher relevance for resolving the novel task(s). This is achieved through the employment of cognitive control, which is subsumed primarily by the frontal cortex (Botvinick & Cohen, 2014; Miller & Cohen, 2001). If a behaviour with weak pathway strength is not activated through cognitive control, stronger pathways will instead activate, resulting in routine, or automatic, behaviour.

In a driving context, this means that when drivers encounter new or inconsistent situations, such as when driving through a busy, non-signalized intersection, they need to apply cognitive control in order to adapt their behaviour to fit the current situation. However, applying cognitive control requires effort and drivers will only do so to the extent they believe it is worth the cost. That is, their behaviour is typically satisficing, rather than optimizing (Summala, 2007). Also, during cognitive activities the driver has less cognitive resources available and is hence less capable of applying...
cognitive control to driving. The driving thus comes to depend more on automatized behaviours (Engström, Victor, & Markkula, 2013; Engström et al., 2017).

When interpreting the previously mentioned response time studies from the cognitive control hypothesis perspective, one has to consider whether or not the employed stimuli elicits automatic responses. Tasks that are novel to the participants are not expected to elicit automatic responses due to insufficient stimulus-response mapping. The hypothesis thus predicts increased response times when doing cognitive tasks in those cases. One such task which is frequently used is the ISO standardized Detection Response Task, DRT (ISO, 2016). DRT requires participants to press a button as fast as possible upon detection of a visual or tactile stimulus presented at irregular intervals of 3-5 s. Although practiced before trials, it is not practiced to the extent that full automaticity can be expected (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; ISO, 2016). In line with the hypothesis’ prediction, numerous studies have shown increased response times to the DRT stimulus during cognitive task execution compared to a baseline (no task) condition (Bruyas & Dumont, 2013; Conti et al., 2012; Engström, Larsson et al., 2013; Harbluk et al., 2013; Mantzke & Keinath, 2015; Merat & Jamson, 2008; Patten et al., 2004; Törnros & Bolling, 2005).

In lead vehicle braking studies, it is necessary to take into account what the drivers are responding to (what the stimulus is) in order to assess the degree of automaticity. Potential stimuli are brake lights and visual looming of the lead vehicle (the optical expansion of the lead vehicle on the driver’s retina). Looming objects on collision course with the subject unconsciously capture attention (Lin, Franconeri, & Enns, 2008) and elicit automatic avoidance responses in humans (Náñez, 1988) as well as other species (Oliva, Medan, & Tomsic, 2007; Schiff, Caviness, & Gibson, 1962). The cognitive control hypothesis thus predicts non-interference with brake responses from cognitive activities in the case of a looming lead vehicle. Brake lights on the other hand are not likely to elicit automatic responses, based on their inconsistent association with the immediate need to brake in every day driving. That is, brake lights are often encountered in situations which do not require an immediate brake response and are thus not consistently mapped to a brake response. Therefore, the cognitive control hypothesis predicts interference (longer response times) from cognitive activities on responses to brake light onset, provided that visible looming is absent.
Cognitive control can also be employed in order to improve response times in studies where the lead vehicle braking is anticipated, either due to instructions, cues in the traffic environment or scenario repetition (again, provided that visible looming is absent). Response times in studies with such designs are hence also expected to be affected by cognitive tasks.

Results from existing lead vehicle braking studies are in line with those predictions. The vast majority of the studies have employed study designs which allows for or requires employment of cognitive control (Alm & Nilsson, 1995; Engström et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2001; Salvucci & Beltowska, 2008; Strayer et al., 2013, 2003). An exception is Muttart, Fisher, Knodler, & Pollatsek (2007), who studied response times in a lead vehicle braking scenario which could either be predicted using downstream traffic events, or only by the looming of the slowing lead vehicle. In line with the hypothesis, they found no effect of cognitive task execution on the response distance in the un-cued (looming only) condition, whereas in the cued condition cognitive distraction significantly increased the response distance. Similarly Baumann, Petzoldt, Groenewoud, Hogema, & Krems (2008) found that cognitive task execution caused a reduction in time to collision (TTC) at throttle release when there was an obstacle after a curve that had been cued by a warning sign, but not when the sign was absent and the response was solely triggered by the looming obstacle.

In sum, the seemingly inconsistent effects of cognitive tasks on response times appears to be well explained by the cognitive control hypothesis (Engström et al., 2017). That is, response times in tasks and scenarios where cognitive control is employed when generating the response, such as in novel or inconsistent tasks and anticipated events, are increased by cognitive activities. Responses which are automatically triggered, for example by visual looming, are however not prolonged, although little research has been done with such study designs.

2.2. Visual behaviour during cognitive activities
Car drivers’ most common gaze direction is towards the future path (Ahlström, Victor, Wege, & Steinmetz, 2012; Harbluk, Noy, Trbovich, & Eizenman, 2007; Victor, Harbluk, & Engström, 2005; Wang, Reimer, Dobres, & Mehler, 2014). When cognitively loaded, drivers increase the time spent looking towards the future path even more (Harbluk et al., 2007; Reimer, Mehler, Dobres, & Coughlin, 2013; Wang et al., 2014) and show a greater gaze concentration (i.e. reduced gaze variability; Recarte & Nunes, 2000,
Looking at the future path is important for lane keeping and path planning, as well as for noticing objects on an immediate collision course. The altered visual behaviour under cognitive load has therefore been suggested to reflect a prioritization of the most safety relevant area (Recarte & Nunes, 2000, 2003) and could perhaps help explain why drivers conversing on a cell phone have been found to have a decreased risk of rear-end collisions (Victor et al., 2015). Others have argued that it reflects a disrupted scanning for potential hazards (Strayer, Turrill et al., 2015) and therefore can delay driver actions (Harbluk et al., 2007).

Most studies of drivers’ visual behaviour are done on highways or main roads where the visual behaviour is studied over longer periods of time (Recarte & Nunes, 2000, 2003; Reimer et al., 2012; Reimer, 2009; Victor et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2014). Such settings do not require many off-path glances (glances to other locations that the future path, the on-path). The implications of an increased amount of glances towards the future path in such environments is thus most likely different from environments with larger amounts of relevant information in off-path locations, such as intersections. Also, such aggregated effects of altered visual behaviours are not informative regarding the coupling between off-path glances and relevant visual information at off-path locations.

A few studies have demonstrated a decreased number of glances also towards relevant visual information in off-path locations. In a study in city traffic by Harbluk et al. (2007), drivers doing cognitive tasks had fewer glances towards traffic lights and towards the right at intersections. Similarly, Strayer, Turrill et al. (2015) found that cognitive tasks caused drivers to make fewer scans to the right and left in critical locations (e.g. intersections) in suburban driving. Lehtonen, Lappi, & Summala (2012) found that drivers had fewer glances towards the occlusion point in curve driving (the point where the road disappears behind e.g. vegetation and where oncoming traffic can hence first be spotted) when doing a cognitive task, and Muttart et al. (2007) found that drivers had fewer glances in rear view mirrors before lane changes in simulated construction zones.

The timing of drivers’ glances in relation to situationally relevant places in the environment remains to be explored.

While the effects of cognitive activities on driving behaviour have been the focus of significant research, there are still key areas which need to be
investigated further. In particular, drivers’ response times in unexpected situations with visible looming, and their visual scanning behaviour in relation to relevant information in off-path locations.
3. Objectives

The overall aim of this PhD project is to increase the understanding of how cognitive activities affect car driver’s abilities and behaviours from a traffic safety perspective. The effects of cognitive activities will be studied as aggregated effects in various contexts, which is in line with most previous work in the area, but also at a more detailed level that employs a higher temporal resolution. That is, the time course of the effects and the interaction between cognitive tasks, traffic environment and driver behaviour will be explored.

The present licentiate thesis includes the first steps to achieve the overall aim and has the following research questions:

- Does cognitive load affect drivers’ response times in an unexpected, critical lead vehicle braking scenario in the same way as in the artificial Detection Response Task (DRT)?
- Are the general effects of cognitive load on drivers’ visual behaviour found on highways and main roads similar in traffic scenarios with relevant visual information in off-path locations, namely intersections and hidden exits?
- How does the time course of driver visual behaviour respond to a cognitive task and to relevant information in off-path locations in the traffic environment?

The approach taken in this licentiate work was to explore driver behaviours and responses through driving simulator experiments and the employment of a well-established cognitive task. This was to allow for a high level of experimental control. To improve the ecological validity the experiments were carried out in an advanced moving base simulator and effort was put into making the driving task as realistic as possible.
4. Summary of papers

The papers included in this thesis are:

**Paper I**

**Paper II**
Paper I. Effects of Cognitive Load on Response Time in an Unexpected Lead Vehicle Braking Scenario and the Detection Response Task (DRT)

Introduction
Many experimental studies have demonstrated increased response times to various stimuli during cognitive activities. This has led to concerns that cognitive activities will increase response times also in critical situations in real life driving. A commonly used response time task which consistently show increased response times during cognitive activities is the ISO standardized Detection Response Task (DRT). However, a few studies have been made where the driver’s response is triggered solely by visual looming and where no effect of cognitive activities on response times has been found.

Aim
The aim of this paper was to see if the same cognitive task had similar effects on response times in the DRT as in an unexpected lead vehicle braking scenario with strong visual looming.

Method
The study consisted of two experiments. In experiment 1, 16 participants drove a fixed-base driving simulator on a four lane highway in approximately 90 km/h. Besides just driving (baseline), they performed an audio version of the cognitively loading n-back task at two levels of difficulty, 1-back and 2-back. This was done with and without concurrent execution of the tactile DRT.

In experiment 2, 24 participants drove a moving-base driving simulator on a two lane rural road in approximately 80 km/h. After approximately 40 minutes of driving, the participant’s vehicle was overtaken by another car, which after overtaking suddenly braked in front of the participant. The scenario was designed so that visual looming appeared as soon as the overtaking car started braking. The participants were either just driving, or involved in the 1-back or 2-back task when the overtaking car started braking.

Results
In experiment 1, the cognitive tasks caused an increase in the DRT response times. In experiment 2, there was no effect of the same cognitive tasks on throttle release or brake response times.
Discussion
The same cognitive tasks did not have similar effects on response times in the DRT as in an unexpected lead vehicle braking scenario. This can potentially be explained by the cognitive control hypothesis (Engström et al., 2017). The cognitive control hypothesis says that cognitive load selectively impairs driving subtasks that rely on cognitive control but leaves automatic performance unaffected. Since the DRT is a relatively novel task for the participants, it requires cognitive control and DRT performance is hence negatively affected by cognitive tasks, according to the hypothesis. Responses to visual looming are however innate and automatic and should, according to the hypothesis, not be affected by cognitive tasks. The results suggest that it is inappropriate to generalize effects of cognitive tasks seen in cognitively controlled response tasks, such as the DRT, to critical situations where drivers can respond to visual looming.
Paper II. Car drivers’ glance behaviour towards potential threats during cognitive tasks: The time course of cognitive load effects

Introduction
Visual information from the traffic environment is necessary for safe driving. Numerous studies on highways and other larger roads have found a gaze concentration effect with more on-road glances during cognitive task execution. Less research has focused on the effects of cognitive tasks on drivers’ visual adaptation to traffic scenarios with relevant information in off-path locations. Further, the time course of the visual behaviour alterations had not been explored.

Aim
The aim of this paper was to study how cognitive tasks affected car drivers’ visual behaviour in two traffic scenarios with potential threats in off-path locations. The time course of the drivers’ visual behaviour was to be studied both in relation to the traffic environments and the cognitive tasks.

Method
Thirty-six participants drove on a rural road in a moving-base driving simulator. Two scenarios, an intersection scenario and a hidden exit scenario, were repeated four times each during the 40 minutes long drive. The scenarios were designed such that they contained potential threats in off-path locations, but that no situations that required driver responses evolved. When passing the scenarios, the participants were either engaged in a cognitive task (the 1-back or 2-back task), or were just driving. The drivers’ glance behaviour when driving through the scenarios was recorded using an eye-tracker.

Results
The drivers adapted their visual behaviour to the traffic scenarios by decreasing the number of on-path fixations and directing their gaze towards relevant information in off-path locations. When cognitively loaded, the proportion of on-path fixations increased but the timing of the glances towards the off-path locations was unaffected.

Cognitive load was found to affect on-path and off-path fixations and glances differently. The duration of on-path fixations increased under load, while no such effect was found in off-path fixations. Also, a “gaze freezing”
effect was found if the gaze direction was on-path when the demand from
the cognitive tasks increased (i.e., it then took longer before the gaze
direction moved off-path). Again, no such effect was found if the gaze
direction was off-path. This resulted in the proportion of on-path glances
being highest when the cognitive demand from the tasks was highest.

Discussion
The increased proportion of on-path fixations is in line with the gaze
concentration effect which is well-established for longer periods of driving
on highways and other larger roads. But while an increased proportion of
on-path fixations appears safety beneficial in such environments, it is most
likely not the case in environments such as the currently studied, which have
relevant information in off-path locations.

The different effects of cognitive load on on-path and off-path fixations and
glances demonstrate the need to better understand the interplay between the
driving task and the secondary task.
5. Discussion

5.1. Response times during cognitive activities

The results in Paper I show that cognitive load has different effects on response times in the DRT and in an unexpected critical lead vehicle braking scenario. While DRT response times increased with increased cognitive load, which is in line with numerous previous studies (Bruyas & Dumont, 2013; Conti et al., 2012; Engström, Larsson et al., 2013; Harbluk et al., 2013; Mantzke & Keinath, 2015; Merat & Jamson, 2008; Patten et al., 2004; Törnros & Bolling, 2005), brake response times in the lead vehicle braking scenario were unaffected by cognitive load.

The Paper I finding appears to be in line with the cognitive control hypothesis (Engström et al., 2017), discussed in Chapter 2.1.1. That is, the increased response times in the DRT can be explained by the need of cognitive control for generating a response, due to the novelty of the task. The lead vehicle braking scenario in Paper I was however implemented so that visible looming of the lead vehicle appeared as soon as the lead vehicle started braking and the drivers thus presumably responded automatically to the looming cues. Cognitive load did therefore not have an effect on response times.

The results in Paper I clearly demonstrate that effects of cognitive tasks seen in cognitively controlled response tasks, such as the DRT, should not be generalized to critical situations in which drivers can respond to visual looming. Statements such as “Drivers who are [cognitively] distracted … are slower to take evasive action when it is needed” (Strayer & Fisher, 2016) do thus not appear to be warranted. Response times in situations where cognitive control is involved are however likely to increase, just as the DRT response times. Such a situation could for example be when negotiating with multiple other road users in a complex intersection, where fast decisions are necessary. It can also be when a potential conflict can be predicted using cues in the traffic environment, such as in the studies by Baumann et al. (2008) and Muttart et al. (2007). Apart from response time effects, the cognitive control hypothesis predicts deteriorated performance in other situations where cognitive control is required for an appropriate, although not necessarily fast, response. This is discussed further in Chapter 5.3.
5.2. Visual behaviour during cognitive activities

The general effect of cognitive load on drivers’ visual behaviour that has been repeatedly found on primarily highways and main roads, namely an increased amount of glances towards the future path (Harbluk et al., 2007; Recarte & Nunes, 2000, 2003; Reimer et al., 2013, 2012; Reimer, 2009; Victor et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2014), was also seen in the intersection and hidden exit scenarios in Paper II. The drivers’ visual behaviour was however not only studied at the aggregated level, but also at a deeper level with a higher temporal resolution. It was then found that in relation to the traffic environment, the timing of the glances towards relevant areas in off-path locations was unaffected by cognitive load. In other words, the gaze patterns in relation to the traffic environment were unaffected by cognitive load in terms of timing, but changed so that the proportion of on-path fixations was larger. Rather than cognitive load causing a delay in glances towards relevant off-path locations (as speculated by Lehtonen et al., 2012), it thus appeared that some off-path glances were missed. The risk of such “absent glances” did not appear to depend on the traffic environment and were not compensated for later on.

An interesting finding in Paper II was that the effect of cognitive load on the visual behaviour depended on gaze direction and the demand fluctuations in the cognitive task. If the gaze direction was on-path when the demand in the cognitive task increased, it took longer before it changed to an off-path gaze direction compared to if there was no cognitive task. However, if the gaze direction was off-path when the demand in the cognitive task increased, no difference was seen in the time it took before it changed to an on-path gaze direction compared to if there was no task. That is, the increase in cognitive load caused a gaze freezing effect in on-path glances only, but left off-path glances unaffected. This resulted in the proportion of on-path fixations being largest when the demand from the cognitive task was highest.

One way to try to interpret the results is again in terms of the cognitive control hypothesis (Engström et al., 2017). If we assume that drivers automatically direct their gaze towards the future path (because that is the most frequent and consistent gaze direction, or because it is the gaze direction required for the most frequent and consistent task, the lane keeping), then eyes-on-path becomes the automatic default gaze location. It would follow that moving the gaze to an off-path location requires cognitive control (as has been speculated by Lehtonen et al., 2012). That is, drivers that have an on-path gaze direction during increased cognitive load are less likely
to switch to an off-path gaze direction since that would require cognitive control. Drivers that on the other hand have an off-path gaze direction during increased cognitive load would switch back to the default on-path gaze direction automatically, and the cognitive load would hence not disrupt that gaze switch. Thus gaze concentration can be viewed as an automatic behaviour reverting gaze to the default location. This default location is likely built up over time through successful employment of neural pathways (Cohen et al., 1990) used during the extensively practiced lane keeping task.

An alternative interpretation could be that if one instead assumes that cognitive load affects all glances equally, regardless of gaze direction, and that gaze freezing is a sign of cognitive engagement in a secondary task, then the gaze freezing effect seen only in on-path glances could be a sign of task prioritization. That is, the drivers wait with engaging cognitively in the secondary task until they have their eyes on the road.

5.3. Implications for traffic safety

The overall aim of this PhD project is to increase the understanding of how cognitive activities affect car driver’s abilities and behaviours from a traffic safety perspective. The intent is that this work contributes to a more detailed understanding of these complicated relationships and add to a nuanced discussion, rather than tries to give absolute answers in terms of general safety consequences.

The results in both Paper I and Paper II demonstrate the necessity of placing the cognitive activity in a context before trying to draw conclusions of its effects on traffic safety. The decreased risk of rear-end collisions during cell phone conversations (Victor et al., 2015) can possibly be explained by the increased proportion of on-path fixations in combination with unaffected response times in unexpected lead vehicle braking situations. The decreased proportion of fixations towards safety relevant objects in off-path locations is however likely to reduce the driver’s situation awareness and could make him/her less prepared in case a potential threat turns into an actual threat. More generally, cognitive load seems to affect non-automatic behaviours.

The cognitive control hypothesis (Engström et al., 2017), if further supported, appears useful for increasing the understanding of how and when cognitive activities affect driver behaviours and traffic safety. According to the hypothesis, cognitive activities should increase the risk of accidents only when there is no suitable automatized behaviour for the driver to fall back upon (Engström et al., 2017). The effect on traffic safety hence depends both
on the driver’s experience (what behaviours s/he has automatized) and the specific situation. For example, cognitive control is required to adapt to changes in otherwise extensively practiced tasks, making changes in routine situations likely to be negatively affected by cognitive load. This could be seen in a study by Cooper et al. (2003) in which the average time gap when drivers accepted to make a left turn on a test track was studied. When the road was dry, there was no difference in gap acceptance between drivers performing a cognitive task and not. However, when the road was wet, only the drivers not doing a cognitive task adapted to the changed conditions by increasing their gap acceptance time. The cognitively loaded drivers kept the same gap acceptance time, which presumably represented their automatized gap acceptance behaviour.

The main difficulty in proving and using the cognitive control hypothesis is that there is today no validated method to determine the level of cognitive control required by a driving task (or a secondary task).

The results in Paper II call for further research in order to understand the interaction between cognitive tasks and the task of driving. For example, because the drivers did not appear to recoup “absent glances” to off-path locations, the timing between cognitive task peaks and intended gaze shifts appears important from a traffic safety perspective. That is, the probability that a driver fails to scan an important area might depend on the timing between intended gaze shifts to that area and peaks in cognitive task load. Just as the timing between off-path glances and lead vehicle braking events are decisive of the risk of rear-end collisions (Victor et al., 2015), so could the timing between cognitive task engagement and intended gaze shifts be decisive of the risk of missing relevant information in off-path locations.
6. Conclusions

Does cognitive load affect drivers’ response times in an unexpected, critical lead vehicle braking scenario in the same way as in the artificial Detection Response Task (DRT)?

Paper I shows that while DRT response times increased with increased cognitive load, the response times to a braking lead vehicle were unaffected. The results can be understood in terms of the cognitive control hypothesis. The hypothesis suggests that DRT response times are affected because the DRT is a novel task to the participants and hence requires cognitive control. The drivers in the lead vehicle braking scenario however respond automatically to the visual looming cues and response times are therefore unaffected by cognitive load.

Are the general effects of cognitive load on drivers’ visual behaviour found on highways and main roads similar in traffic scenarios with relevant visual information in off-path locations, namely intersections and hidden exits?

Paper II shows that the increased amount of glances towards the future path typically found on highways and main roads were also seen in a rural intersection scenario and a hidden exit scenario with relevant visual information in off-path locations. Although drivers still adapted their visual behaviour to the traffic environment by expanding their gaze pattern (looking towards off-path locations) in the intersection and hidden exit scenarios, they did so to a lesser extent when cognitively loaded.

How does the time course of driver visual behaviour respond to a cognitive task and to relevant information in off-path locations in the traffic environment?

Paper II shows that although the proportion of off-path fixations decreased during cognitive load, drivers still had the same gaze expansion pattern with respect to timing in relation to the traffic environment. It was also found that the proportion of on-path fixations was largest when the demand from the cognitive task was highest. Glances that were on-path were prolonged in time (stayed on-path for a longer time) when the demand from the cognitive task increased, while glances that were off-path were not prolonged.

Implications

The results presented in this thesis demonstrate how there is not one general effect of cognitive tasks on driver behaviours and traffic safety. Cognitive activities thus has to be put into a context in order to be understood and
interpreted from a traffic safety perspective. Effects of cognitive tasks seen in cognitively controlled response tasks, such as the DRT, should not be generalized to critical situations where drivers can respond to visual looming. Neither should safety implications of gaze concentration be assumed without taking the traffic scenario into consideration. That is, whether gaze concentration impacts crash outcomes may highly depend on the type of crash scenario and degree of involvement of cognitive control needed to direct gaze off-path.

The finding that cognitive tasks affected on- and off-path fixations and glances differently calls for further exploration. It suggests that there is not a unidirectional and uniform effect of cognitive activities on driver behaviour. Increased understanding of the interplay between the driving task and the cognitive task could possibly help in further understanding effects of cognitive activities on traffic safety.
7. Future work

The future work should help fulfil the overall aim of this PhD project, namely to increase the understanding of how cognitive activities affect car driver’s abilities and behaviours from a traffic safety perspective. The work will continue exploring the interaction between cognitive tasks and the task of driving. It will also focus on increasing interpretability of results and allowing for more naturalistic study designs by examining the use of physiological measures for assessing both cognitive activity and other driver states.

The following work will be undertaken:

- The use of physiological measures (e.g. electrocardiography, pupillometry and respiration) to assess driver states and cognitive activity will be explored. Driver states, e.g. sleepiness, emotions and stress, impact driver behaviour (Chan & Singhal, 2015; Philip et al., 2005) and how drivers deal with cognitive tasks (Horrey, Lesch, Garabet, Simmons, & Maikala, 2017; Oken, Salinsky, & Elsas, 2006). They are therefore important to monitor in experimental studies where they might interfere with the aim of the study, and also to explicitly study in order to increase the understanding of their impact on cognitive activity and driver behaviour. Unobtrusive and continuous measuring of cognitive activity is needed to allow for more naturalistic study designs. Physiological signals are selected because they have been shown to correlate with various driver states (Borghini, Astolfi, Vecchiato, Mattia, & Babiloni, 2014; Brookhuis & de Waard, 2010; Sharma & Gedeon, 2012) and have the possibility to enable unobtrusive and continuous measuring. The work will focus on how the different measures can complement each other and together can give a driver state assessment.

- The use of electroencephalography (EEG) in driving studies on cognitive distraction will be explored. EEG has very high time resolution and can potentially enable more direct measurements of cognitive activities. It is however a very artefact-prone signal, difficult to measure in applied settings such as driving (Nilsson et al., 2017; Strayer et al., 2013). Therefore, EEG measures which work in a driving context and can help in the exploration of the interaction between the driving task and a cognitive task will be pursued and explored.
The interplay between the driving task and the cognitive task will be studied further with the hope of increasing the knowledge of why and when cognitive tasks causes problems for car drivers.
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